BEING AND BECOMING
by Kris Nelson

Related to previous topics of:

TRUTH LEVEL 1 AND TRUTH LEVEL 2
ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE
DUAL AND POLAR
TRANSCEndental CONSCIOUSNESS
### Be/Being

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BE/BEING</th>
<th>EXIST</th>
<th>HAPPEN</th>
<th>EXISTENCE</th>
<th>ACTUALITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“is, am, are, being; was, were, been; exist; presence, now; condition, state”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Being** - "condition, state, circumstances; presence, fact of existing"

Conventional meanings:
- “The state or fact of existence, consciousness, or life.”
- “That which has actuality (materially or in concept).”
- “One's basic nature, or the qualities thereof; essence or personality.”

### Become/Becoming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BECOME/BECOMING</th>
<th>EVOLVE INTO</th>
<th>TURN INTO</th>
<th>GROW INTO</th>
<th>DEVELOP INTO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>be- “about, around” + come “to come, go, happen”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“to come around, about, across, by, near; reach a destination, approach, arrive, enter, meet with, fall in with; befall; befit”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Becoming** - “The act or process in which something becomes.”
TRUTH LEVEL 2 (T2) IDEAL PATH POTENTIAL
ABSOLUTE FUTURE ASPIRATION (UNTIL REALIZED), RELATIVE TO NOW

TRUTH LEVEL 2
RIGHT, GOOD & TRUE
IDEALIZED, IDEAL, IDEA
An absolute potential at a given
time relative to what is not
manifested as a potential now.

Always more to discover as a
potential. When a potential is
recognized or actualized, new
vision emerges, new
possibilities, emergent
phenomena or properties.

We can easily waver from the
path and way of the potential
ideal good we know that can
be, but can always choose to
return to the one absolute
extreme of Truth Level 2 we
envision from consciousness.

Be aware, recognize or
actualize/reach one level of
potential, to become aware of
the next potential.
**Being + Flux Space/Time = Becoming** [power to affect change]
**Existence + Future = Potentiality** [power to affect change]
- relative to what is being now, in order to compare for change
- absolute condition of living; time/reality is dynamic, not static

**Being + Fixed Space/Time = Being** [same constant]
**Existence + Now = Actuality** [same constant]
- absolute at a time and place ‘now’ (static absolute snapshot)
- relative to time, temporal, temporary, ‘is’ at a given time
then the flux of time permits change to what ‘is’/was

---

**Being**
- Static
  - Absolute at a time and place ‘now’ (static absolute snapshot)
  - Relative to what is being now, in order to compare for change
- Dynamic
  - Time is flux
  - Absolute condition of living; time/reality is dynamic, not static

**Becoming**
- Iterative
- Repetitive
- Progressive
- Regressive

**Actualize**
- From ground, to a goal, back to the ground; cycle

**Actualize as T1**
- T2 Potential.Z
- T2 Potential.Y
- T2 Potential.X

**Aspire towards ‘Absolute’ Ideal**
- Aware
- Actualize as T1

**Higher, Realer, Truer version of self.**
Self-actualization, self-realization.
Self-transformation, apotheosis.
**BEING + FLUX SPACE/TIME = BECOMING**

**EXISTENCE + FUTURE = POTENTIALITY (T2/F2)**
- relative to what is being now, in order to compare for change
- absolute condition of living: time/reality is dynamic, not static

**BEING + FIXED SPACE/TIME = BEING**

**EXISTENCE + NOW = ACTUALITY (T1/F1)**
- absolute at a time and place ‘now’ (static absolute snapshot)
- relative to time, temporal, temporary, ‘is’ at a given time then the flux of time permits change to what ‘is’/was

Time flux (dynamic, becoming) - *where change/becoming affects being*

*Power of Consciousness to envision T2 potential*

Time fixed (static, being) - *where being is*

*Primacy of Existence to establish T1 actual*

---

Being is a persistence through the changing flux of time. Being is a still frame in the moving process of becoming. Time and reality never freeze at the ‘now’ position. A specific instance of now, becomes the past. Now changes towards the future. Time, is the *being* that is now, *becoming* the future. The present/now is renewed by the future (now doesn’t stay the same). Being is returned to and renewed by becoming. The future and becoming are aspired towards, then inspired into the now and being. *Being, presence and ‘the now’ is experienced, while the future and becoming is lived for (purpose, meaning, goal).*

“The more consciousness, the less being.”
- Heidegger

The more abstraction into self-awareness, reflection and change towards a future potential, the less fixed of a self-concept in the permanence of now that resists or fears change.
“Pure Being”? Absolute?

“Pure Being”, is no change, no time, stopped, fixed, frozen, still, unreality. “Pure being” is conceptually derived from consciousness. “Pure Absolute Being” is an imagined abstraction, of no change, no purpose, and no meaning. It is everything, nothing new, no change, no journey, no becoming. Nothing in existence exists as “pure being”. Only concepts do, like “the Truth”, “the All”, “the One”, like the Uni-verse. Flux, change, motion, is the real way of reality. Reality is not fixed, motionless, unchanging, as some eternal permanent “absolute”, as an unreality.

A fixed being in reality does not exist, because reality is dynamic change and becoming, in the process of time, both at the physical material level of the universe developing, and the potential development in consciousness.

We are always working towards the future. Morality concerns the future actions we are going to take, learned by judging past actions.
We are, being, presently now, but aren’t everything we can be, nor are we all we have been before. We can become, to obtain/receive something that we don’t have presently in being. Becoming and obtaining/receiving, is living, but we don’t hold onto everything in a static fixed way.

Persistence is becoming the same, or changing into something more or less than what you are now, presently, in being. Persistence of what already is allows reality to continue in time. Becoming perpetuates reality, as the current existing being, or to be something else. There is both being and becoming, but being is sustained through becoming itself again, or changing.
If there is no time, then there is no waveform for propagation of particular space-time movement, as frozen, with no persistence in time through motion.

A particular instance in time is a snapshot of all movement as a still frame. Many waveforms of persistence and becoming are pushing forward into/through time. Being is persistence in time, through becoming. 2 in 1, at the same time. Overall reality is a becoming process, but each perceptual instance is a state of being within the flux of becoming. Either to become the same, or something else. Arrive where you are/were, or at a different place.
Many waveforms of persistence and becoming, pushing forward through time. This is not how actual reality is constructed, as energy waves that only “pop” into existence as particles. We have limited frame rate vision, 25 frames per second. We see in terms of frames, or snapshots that are strewn together for a space-time perception. Reality is there for us to see, but we see it not in the infinite degrees of motion, but as specific finite frames of reference one after the other. We conceptually perceive relative snapshots of reality as being, but the constant state is flux and becoming.
A Higher Frequency of contact or alignment of Perceptions with quality Truth, what ‘is’, and a Care to embody and become those values (what is right, good, true, moral, etc.), results in greater embodiment of Truth and a Higher Frequency of Consciousness.

Limited perception of reality, is limited access to Truth, is limited unity and embodiment of Truth, is limited Consciousness.

An aspect of Truth (variability, multiplicity, diversity of what ‘is’ in reality true), contacted, attained, aligned with, or embodied by the frequency.
LIFE: CONSCIOUSNESS, BECOMING THE BEING OF EXISTENCE

You are the Power of Consciousness, the wave potential of becoming, “relative” and dynamic, generating, manifesting and creating the possible Truth Level 2 into the absolute Primacy of Existence, Reality, Truth Level 1.
Goal-ends-means-purpose for Living. To be better than before/now, into the future, to be (become) something else, away from the past/current lesser state of being.

If you don’t know the path/way to how you arrived at the current position (past/now), then how can you know you are taking a different path from past errors? Memory of the past is required to not repeat the same mistakes, to know how and why our outcome has been created. Syneidesis is past knowledge, to know how the present was created, then synderesis is using that knowledge to watch over the future, and not repeat the same cycles.

Origin now, was a destination before. Ignorance of the previous origins, relative to the now-origin for our future destinations, allows for cyclical repetition of the same mistakes. Circular, repeat history.
Higher Consciousness Potential
Transcendental Consciousness to Moral Objective
(above, beyond, excel, surpass)

Beginning, Start → Journey, Living → Goal, End

Being (static) → Becoming (dynamic) → Being (static)

Grounding of Current Being

Road to being something more or less, higher or lower, etc. (Or no road, becoming what you already are.)

Grounding of Actualized Goal, having become
Transcend - above and beyond what? Above a current state of being. “Transcendence” isn’t going to some other dimensional reality, 5D or whatever. It’s to transcend a self state, using reflection of higher transcendental consciousness. To climb beyond the current state of being, to a potential becoming from higher consciousness, brought back down to the ground of being. Becoming aware of this power of consciousness potential to transcend and overcome ourselves, is the apotheosis of recognizing our “god”-creator-generator-manifestor powers to change our way of being in reality. Transcending the current condition with transcendental consciousness.

Non-higher order consciousness stays as it is, always becoming what it already is, not a higher order imagination potential to change/affect reality in greater degrees. The lower consciousness can affect externally, while the higher changes internally in consciousness, self-awareness, reflection, contemplation, etc. to then affect externally.

Becoming is a journey with meaning and purpose. Becoming is what always is happening, while being is specific space-time snapshots. There is no becoming (potential), without first being (actual). No consciousness potential, without first existence actual. We live in the present/past (are, is, stationary), and are living for future (going, will be, mobility).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existence</th>
<th>Consciousness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present</td>
<td>Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being</td>
<td>Becoming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stillness</td>
<td>Movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>Potential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No Change
Sameness

Is this Living, or even living? To be present, in the stillness of being, as the real living? Is the goal here?

Transform
Change
Alchemy

Goal
Purpose
Meaning

Apotheosis
Higher Living

Living in paradise, heaven, “no worries” of eternal good, immortalized living
This ties in with the “end of history” euphemism for total control over all of humanity, which would prevent authentic novelty from developing as new history, as everything would be directed and controlled and the same history would repeat over and over essentially, hence fixed, static, constant present now that doesn’t really change, only false motions of change repeating cycles of the past.

Being is represented by present, now. Observations and measurements are done at specific space-time references, in the now. We live and exist in the present, which becomes the past, but we live for the future. We live for potential future change, not for stagnant persistent perpetuation of the present current condition.

Is this Living, or even living? To be present, in the stillness of being, as the real living? Is the goal here?
Our purpose, meaning and goal is to change, transform & evolve ourselves towards the better, truer, realer, higher self we can potentially be. You consciousness as the power to develop & evolve.

The present is always becoming the future, and the past formerly was the present. *Past* $<$--- *Present* $<$--- *Future Movement*. The now present, actual, was the potential from the future. The present becomes the future, relative to the previous present that became the past. Life of a truer self is change towards the better.
Becoming is not about doing something all the time. It's not about “doing” things externally like adventures, having fun, working, keeping busy, entertainment, pleasures, etc. It's about doing inner work in consciousness, that is the movement required for effortless external change towards the better. The inner work is not to achieve enjoyment in life, but to actualize the right, good and truth.

You can’t change the past, or the present that becomes the past, you can only change the future. Living, becoming, future, is where we focus on to create and change. If we did not have that focus, and focused on the now, being, no change, then we would not change.

Not simply being in the moment, experiencing the “now”, etc. You look at the present, now, be here now, not ignoring the present current condition, but see it for what it is, both good and evil (T1). Not to focus on the future or past while ignoring the now that currently is. Only when the current condition is honestly faced, can we recognize where we need to go, where our goal is, and the future potential that can be. We are living for the future.
The change of becoming in reality, is the potential from consciousness to change being, from static, to something else. You, consciousness, “god”, creator, generator, imagination, is where the potential is to create, manifest and generate into the actual of existence. If you do not affect change, remain static, fixed, stagnant, entropic, then you are not becoming something willful, but unconsciously being affected towards change of another consciousness’s will. Falsity Level 2 potential is not real, true, high living, but false and unreal. Only Truth Level 2 potential is truer, realer, higher living. Generating from F2 potential is a form of becoming, but not a positive form. Imagination to produce potential and be, through becoming.

What is present now, has a presence and exists in existence. Now, presence, being, is temporal; a static-fixed temporal state in dynamic-flux-movement of time. Time, forwards progression is real living. Static now, that persists, not changing, is not evolution change, and not real living. “Living” is about becoming a truer, realer, higher self, comparatively and contrarily to the falser, unrealer, lower self. Evolution, change, betterment, etc., is purpose, meaning and becoming, towards the goal of being better, ad infinitum.
Future conceptualization has negatives: obsession over the future in anxiety, and of living for the afterlife, another dimension, ascension, etc. The positive side is the future aspiration (T2) that we can manifest, and not simply focusing on the present now (T1).

“Be here now” is not simply to “be in the now”, to still and quiet the mind, and experience life, the adventure, enjoyment, comfort, without thinking of the past or future. “Be here now” is about being here in this reality now, for your source point of where to go in the future, and not focus on another plane of being, nor another time, but here now in this life.

Living for the future, without proper understanding of now, cannot create the future you think because the chain from grounding of reality to the future is not real, but imaginary in some false understanding of reality, therefore a false future will be created. Only the power of understanding the root causal factors, the WHY of our current condition, will allow transcendence of the present, current condition, now, as a static state of being we are stuck in.
Movement is involved in becoming. The future involves movement to get there.

When driving, the focus is not where you have been, but where you are, and certainly where you are going. If you don’t see what is ahead, then you won’t be doing much driving. Seeing what is ahead is required, such as a curve in the road, in order to turn and plan for that future that is coming.

The present now is always refreshed with the future. If the present wasn’t becoming the future, it would remain the static present being.

*Becoming* of consciousness, can alter the normal *being* of existence. Trees, water, elements are all *being* what they are being, in the primacy of existence, but the power of consciousness can transform those existent beings in reality into *becoming* something else. That is the power we have.
BEING
actual, origin point

BECOMING MORE
of something (±), anything

PROGRESSION

+ +

BECOMING LESS
of something (±), anything

REGRESSION

- -

BEING
changed, the progression from a previous state of being towards some potential, something, e.g. good/evil, etc.

BEING
no change, neutral, static, stagnant, no further improvements, “perfection”, “absolute”. No becoming as a change, only becoming more of the same to maintain the state. Nothing remains static in time, all changes.

BEING
changed, the regression from a previous state of being, e.g. good/evil, etc.

Something (±) is progressive(+) or regressive(-) itself, such as good(+) or evil(-).
**BEING**

Changed actual, the progression from a previous state of being towards some potential, something, e.g. good/evil.

**PROGRESSION +**

**BECOMING MORE** of something (±), anything

“Progress” up towards some potential goal; “regress” that potential back to the actual ground in reality.

**BEING**

actual, origin point “zero” point

**REGRESSION -**

**BECOMING LESS** of something (±), anything

The movement to becoming something is “progression”. That something can be a progress (+) or regress (-) of change. This something itself can be a progress/regress, true/false, good/evil.
Going against the flow of using higher order consciousness, to understand more, to change ourselves and reality, is to not change. Being the same being forever is not conducive to evolving consciousness.

No change, same actual, neutral, static, stagnant, no further improvements, “perfection”, “absolute”. No becoming as a change, only becoming more of the same to maintain the state.
The movement to becoming something is “progression”. That something can be a progress (+) or regress (-) of change. This something itself can be a progress/regress, true/false, good/evil.

No change, same actual, neutral, static, stagnant, no further improvements, “perfection”, “absolute”. No becoming as a change, only becoming more of the same to maintain the state.

Changed actual, the progression from a previous state of being towards some potential, something, e.g. good/evil.

Changed actual, the regression from a previous state of being, e.g. good/evil.

“Progress” up towards some potential goal; “regress” that potential back to the actual ground in reality.

“Progression” +

“Regression” -

Being

Consciousness

Existence

Being

Consciousness

Existence
You, consciousness being actual, is the one to envision an absolute, and create relative degrees of, from the power of consciousness becoming potential; to create evil, falsity, immorality, and harm into existence; or to create good, truth, morality, and no harm into existence. The absolute idea comes from you as a potential to actualize.

We reference and relate to reality with different concepts and comparisons. Truth, false, good, absolute, relative, dual, polar, same, different, etc. are symbols to conceptualize something we envision in consciousness about reality. We have an imagination factory, powered by an abstraction engine. We abstract ideas, sometimes as ideals, and believe them to be eternal absolute realities.
CONSCIOUSNESS - MORE OF ONE POLARITY, LESS OF OTHER POLARITY

-YOU CONSCIOUSNESS
- BECOMING, POTENTIAL,
- IMAGINATION, MULTIVERSE, UNREALITY

- IDEA, IDEAL,
- IDEALIZED

ON THE LEFT:
- INFINITE
- ABSOLUTE
- PURE
- PERFECT
- EVIL, FALSE,
- IMMORAL,
- HARM

ON THE RIGHT:
- INFINITE
- ABSOLUTE
- PURE
- PERFECT
- GOOD, TRUE,
- MORAL, NO
- HARM

YOU CONSCIOUSNESS

EXISTENCE, BEING, ACTUAL, UNIVERSE, REALITY